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ABSTRACT There are two traditional approaches to the study of individual differences in cogni
tive skill. One assumes that people differ in the strategies that they we. The other assumes that
all people use the same strategies or processes but differ in one or more performance parameters

affecting how the~ processes are executed (e.g.. speed memory capacity). This chapter explores
another possibility. that people differ in how well they adaptively shift strategies in response to

changing features of the task environment. To test this, we examined the performance of 57
participants in a variant of the Kanfer·Ackerman Air Traffic Control Task (Kanfer and Ackerman

1989), a dynamic task in which features of the environment frequently change. We found that.
while most participants adap~ed their strategy selections in response to our manipulations of
the task environment, not all participants were equally adaptive.- Furthermore, using the CM1 4
(Kyllonen 1993), a cognitive assessment battery, we were able to determine what cognitive sub

skills were associated with adaptiveness. In this context, we found that inductive reasoning slcill

(and not working memory, declarative learning. procedural learning, or processing speed) was
associated with adaptiveness to our specific manipulations, and to the general dynamic Character
of the air tnffic control (ATC) task.

Historically. there have been two lines of inquiry related to individual differ
ences in cognitive skill. The first assumes that people have fixed processes
that vary on the settings of some process parameters, such as speed of pro
cessing (Kail198B; Salthouse 1994) or the capacity of working memory (Just
and Carpenter 1992); it attributes differences in performance primarily to
differences in capacity or aptitude on a fixed set of dimensions.

The second line of inquiry assumes that each individual uses just one
strategy, or at most evolves to using another, and that there is no SWitching
back and forth among a variety of strategies. This alternative view attributes
differences in performance to the different strategies adopted by different
individuals to solve the same task.

In this chapter, we wish to explore a third possibility. We suspect that a
large fraction of performance differences among individuals may be explained
by something other than differences in unitary parameters (such as working
memory capacity) affecting how a fixed set of strategies are executed or dif
ferences in the explicit strategies that are adopted. We propose that perfor
mance differences among participants may result from their differing ability
to shift strategies as the task demands change. In the sections that follow, we
shall describe these three alternative views in further detail.



11.1 INDMDUAl DIFFERENCFS UNDERSTOOD AS
PERFORMANCE PARAMETER DIFFERENCES

There have been numerous investigations into the nature of individual dif
ferences in task performance and acquisition of skills from the perspective of
performance parameter differences. These investigations have included psy
chometric approaches (e.g.• Ackerman 1989; Snow. Kyllonen; and Marshalek
1984) as well as information-processing approaches (e.g.• Just and Carpenter
1992; Lovett. Reder. and lebiere 1996; Sternberg 1977). Some have focused
on finding factors general to many tasks and domains. and have found a single
general factor. g (e.g .• Spearman 1904). or a set of process-specific factors
working memory (e.g.• Case 1985; Just and Carpenter 1992). processing
speed (e.g.. Kail 1988; Salthouse 1994). deciSion-making skill (e.g.. Hunt.
Joslyn. and Sanquist 1996). and so on. Others have focused on skills specific
to particular tasks or domains (e.g.• Gardner 1983; ThUTstone 1938). Finally.
some have built hierarchial models combining task-specific and task-general
factors (e.g.• Ackerman 1988; Kyllonen 1993).

In all these cases. there has been strong evidence that performance differ- .
ences among individuals can be predicted by differences on a battery of abil
ity tests. These results have been used to argue that performance differences
are due to structural differences or capacity differences in some cognitive
hardware. While not all researchers cited above would agree. the thrust of
the arguments represented in those papers is that individual differences stem
from inherent differences in their aptitude or ability to execute the same set
of strategies. and not from differences in the strategies themselves.

11.2 INDMDUAl DIFFERENCES UNDERSTOOD AS DIFFERENCES
IN STRATEGY USE

The alternative perspective taken in the literature is that the differences
among people can be understood as differences in the strategies used rather
than in aptitude or ability to use a given strategy or set of strategies. Many
researchers putting forth this view (e.g.. Cooper and Regan 1982; Farah and
Kosslyn 1982; Macleod. Hunt, and Matthews 1978) were in fact question
ing the simpler view that all people achieve a particular goal using the same
strategy or method. Their research demonstrated that different groups of
participants could produce different patterns of results in the same experi
ment. and that these patterns could most easily be understood by assuming
different strategies for accomplishing the same task. Moreover the error
patterns and the participants' retrospective reports after the experiment sup
ported these conjectures of different strategies for different participants.
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11.3 INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES UNDERSTOOD AS DIFFERENCES
IN ADAPTIVJTY OF STRATEGY USE

In contrast to both the view that a given individual uses only one strategy
(or a fixed set of strategies) to accomplish any task and the view that indi
vidual differences are due to different strategies being selected, we propose
that individual differences may be accounted for by differences in adaplivily
of strategy selection, that performance differences among individuals arise
from the optimality of the particular strategy used at any given time and the
speed with which individuals shift their strategy use in response to changes
in the envirorunent. Which is to say that even though people may have the
same strategies or procedures in their repertoire and may be equally profi
dent in executing them. performance differences arise from differences in
knowing when to apply a particular procedure or strategy. This position has
had few if any proponents.

Evidence for Strategy Alternation

The view first proposed by Reder (1982, 1987, 1988) that individuals will
alternate among strategies within a given task has only recently gained
wider acceptance (e.g., Lovett and Anderson 1996; Siegler 1988). Earlier the
ories of skill acquisition (e.g., Anderson 1982, 1983; Fitts 1964; Schneider
and Shiffrin 1977) tended to postulate an improvement in performance as
increased speed in the execution of a single strategy,·

Reder (1979, 1982) found that participants did not always execute the
strategy that nominally corresponded to the task instructions, frequently
electing to use a different strategy to accomplish the task. In Reder 1982,
participants were to answer questions based on short stories they had
read: one group was asked to make recognition judgments, that is, to judge
whether a particular sentence had been presented as part of the story, while
the other was asked to judge whether a particular sentence was plausible,
given the story. Participants in the recognition group did not exclusively use
a retrieval strategy to search for a verbatim trace, nor did the plaUSibility
group exclUSively use a plausibility strategy; frequently, participants in one
group tried the strategy that corresponded to the other task. Preference for a
particular strategy was influenced not only by official task demands, but also
by other variables such as delay between reading the story and answering
the questions.

In another series of experiments, Reder (1987) found that participants'
strategy preferences were also influenced by other situational characteristics
of the task, such as the proportion of trials for which a given strategy had
been working in the recent past. Participants adjusted their tendency to
adopt the plaUSibility strategy over the direct retrieval strategy as a function
of the proportion of trials where the statement to be judged or its exact
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contradiction had been explicitly stated as part of the story. This proportion
was varied across blocks of the experiment. and participants adjusted their
use of the two strategies accordingly.

Participants have been seen to adapt to shifting proportions of the features
of an experiment in a number of other contexts, such as arithmetic verifica
tion (Lemaire and Reder forthcoming) and in a problem-solving task (Lovett
and Anderson 1996).

Factors that Affect Strategy Choice

Given that strategy selection has been found to vary within an individual
within a task. one can ask what determines how the strategy is selected
at any given time. Reder (1987, 1988) theorized that the strategy selection
process involves two mechanisms, one sensitive to e:rtrinsic factors and the
other sensitive to intrinsic factors. The mechanism sensitive to extrinsic fac
tors responds to cues in the situation rather than the question or problem,
whereas the mechanism sensitive to intrinsic factors responds to cues within
the question or problem itself, which can produce a qUick feeling of knOWing
used to guide a direct search of memory rather than the execution of a
backup reasoning or computational procedure. Cues in the question also can
be used to guide the specific type of reasoning strategy evoked.

One type of evidence for the role of intrinsic features comes from the
story paradigm described above. Reder (1982, 1988) demonstrated that par
ticipants prefer the direct retrieval strategy for questions about stories just
read and the plaUSibility strategy for questions pertinent to the older stories.
In Reder 1988, participants did not know before seeing a question whether it
referred to a story just read or to a story from two days earlier, because
questions from the two types of stories were intermingled. In this manner it
was possible to determine if a rapid inspection of the question (Le., intrinsic
variables-the words themselves) affected response strategy selection. In
fact, participants did use different strategies depending on the age of the
story to which the questions referred: participants used inferential reasoning
when the questions referred to old stories and a direct retrieval strategy for
questions concerning new stories.

11.4 EXAMINING STRATEGY CHOICE IN A DYNAMIC TASK
WITH CHANGING TASK CHARACTERISTICS

From the work described in the previous sections, we know that people are
sensitive to environmental characteristics in that their preference for particu
lar strategies is affected by these characteristics. On the other hand, there is
still much we do not know about strategy selection. Of particular relevance
to the issue of individual differences, we do not know whether there are dif
ferences among people in their adaptivity to environmental characteristics.
Do some people show consistently more adaptive use of strategies in given
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situations? And do people vary in terms of how quickly they shift their
strategy use when aspects of the environment change?

The kinds of domains where this issue of individual differences in adaptiv
ity is likely to be especially important are ones that involve dynamic tasks,
namely, those where the features of the task or problem at hand change in
real time, independent of any actions of the participant, for example, driving
a car, flying a plane, clirecting air traffic. Because the environment is con
stantly changing, in dynamic tasks it becomes especially important to be
adaptive in one's strategy selections.

However, most research on strategy selection has been conducted using
static tasks, for example, answering questions about a story, solving a math
problem or attempting a simple problem-solving task. Clearly, dynamic tasks
pose a greater cognitive load on the performer than static tasks. Conceiv
ably, when a task has a high cognitive load and changes dynamically, an
individual may not be able to attend (implicitly or explicitiy) to noncritical
features of the task that are also changing, such as base'rate information
about features of the situation. Thus they may not be able to shift strategy
use in response to changes in base rates.

For these reasons, we have chosen to explore individual differences in a
dynamic task, specifically an air traffic controller's task. In particular, the
study presented in the remainder of this chapter addresses the following
questions:

1. Are participants adaptive in their strategy use in a dynamic task such as
air traffic control?

2. If participants are adaptive, are there individual differences in amount of
adaptation? That is, are some participants adaptive, others not. and some
intermediate?

3. If participants vary in their adaptive use of strategies in response to
changing environmental features, does this level of adaptation correlate with
overall performance?

4. If participants vary in their adaptiveness, can we predict what makes par
ticipants adaptive (i.e., determine which cognitive subskills are associated
with adaptiveness)7

11.5 OVERVIEW OF AIR TRAFFIC CONTROLLER TASK

The Kanfer-Ackerman the Air Traffic Controller Task© (KA-ATC; Ackerman
and Kanfer 1994; Kanfer and Ackerman 1989) simulates dynamic aspects of
real air traffic control (e.g., planes lose fuel in real time, weather conditions
change, certain types of planes require longer runways than others). Using
the KA·ATC task. Ackerman (1988, 1989) has found that what predicts indio
vidual differences in performance varies with time dUring training: early in
training, reasoning ability best predicts performance; later in training, per·
ceptual speed ability best preclicts performance, and by the erid of training,
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simple reaction time ability best predicts performance. In contrast, coming
from the strategy difference perspective, Lee, Anderson, and Matessa (1995)
have found that strategy differences account for a large percentage of the
variance in individual performance in the KA-ATC task at all points of train
ing. Thus the KA-ATC task provides a good candidate for potentially unify
ing the strategy and performance parameter perspectives. In our study, we
use a slightly modified version of the KA-ATC task designed to diagnose
individual differences in strategy adaptiveness. A description of this version
is presented below.

The KA-ATC task has as its primary goal to accumulate as many points as
possible. Points are earned by landing planes and are subtracted by errors or
rule violations, the most serious being allowing a plane to run out of fuel
before landing it, thereby allowing it to crash. The KA-ATC task requires
that the participant monitor a variety of elements that are displayed on the
screen (see figure 11.1): twelve hold pattern positions that are divided into
three altitude levels; four runways of two different lengths, one of each run
ning north-south and the other running east-west; a queue of planes waiting
to enter the hold pattern; two message windows (not shown), one noting
changes in weather, runway conditions, wind direction and speed, and the
other providing error feedback; and feedback on current score and penalty
points.' A weather change occurs approximately every 26 seconds; planes
enter into the queue every 7 seconds.

IlB Air Traffic Controller Instructions
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Figure 11.1 Main screen from our modified version of the Kanfer-Ackerman Air Traffic
Controll.r Task (10 Kmfer and Aek.nnan 1989).
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There are six basic rules governing this task:

1. Planes must land into the wind (e.g., use a north-south runway rather than
an east-west runway if the wind is coming from the north or south);

2 Planes can only land from lowest hold level (hold 1);

3. Planes can only move down one hold level at a time, and only into an
unoccupied position in that level;

4. Ground conditions and wind speed determine the minimum runway
length required by different plane types (747s always require long runways;
727s can use short runways either when the runways are dry or when wind
speed is 0-20 knots; DCI0s can use short runways only when the runways
are dry or wet and the wind speed is less .than 40 knots; and PROPs can
always use short runways);

5. Planes with less than 3 minutes of fuel remaining must be landed immedi
ately; and

6. Only one plane can occupy a runway at a time.

Our critical manipulation was to vary the proportion of 747s (i.e., planes
that always required the long runway for landing). In our view, it would be
adaptive to treat the long runway as a scarce resource and use it only for
planes that require a long runway when these are many, but not to hold it in
reserve when planes requiring it are few because the long runway is inher
ently easier to use. First, fewer keystrokes are required to land a plane on a
long runway because the long runway is above the short runway. Second,
using the short runway requires knOWing and accessing the rules for when
the short runway is legal, and requires checking the current wind and weather
conditions, whereas one can always land a plane on the long runwayinde
pendent of wind, weather, or plane type.

Thus the primary measure of interest was whether participants modified
their tendency to treat the long runway as a scarce resource. We analyzed
the data to see how often participants made sure to use the short runway
when either was available and could be used, as a function of the proportion
of planes that where 747s.

11.6 METHOD

Participants

There were 68 participants recruited from a temporary-employment agency
near Brooks Air Force Base and paid for their participation. There were 57
participants in condition A, and 11 participants in condition B. The majority
of the participants were assigned to condition A because we were primarily
interested in predicting individual differences, and condition B was a simple
control condition. The gender distribution in the sample was 79% male, 21%
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female. All but 4% of participants had a high school diploma, and 22% had at
least some college experience.

Design and Procedure

The task consisted of a series of 100minute trials. A trial began with the
computer screen similar to the one in figure ll.l-that is, with planes al
ready in various hold positions and other planes in the queiJe. The number
of minutes of fuel left for each plane was clearly marked at all times and
decreased in realtime. At the end of each trial, the participant was allowed
a short break (lime effectively carne to a halt) arid the screen display was
reconfigured anew. The cursor pointed to the top position at the start of the
trial.

The set of possible keystrokes on the computer keyboard were: the UP
arrow, the DOWN arrow. Fl. and ENTER. The UP arrOw and DOWN
arrow keys moved the cursor up and down (respectively) between the dif
ferent hold positions and runways. The FI key accepted the planes' from the
queue into a holding pattern, and the tnttr key selected the plane in the hold
corresponding to the placement of the cursor. or placed a selected plane
(either from the queue or from another hold position) into an empty hold
position, or landed a plane on the runway.

Participants were given nine 10-minute trials.· These nine trials were
divided into three blocks of three trials. There were two between-subject
conditions that manipulated the proportion of 747s (and propplanes) across
blocks in different orders. Two orders were used to ensure that the results
were not peculiar to one particular order, nor simply due to changes which
would have occurred naturally as a function of practice with the task (i.e., in
dependent of our manipulation). In condition A. the proportions. of 747s
over the three blocks were 25%, 5%. 50%. In condition B. the order was 25%,
50%, 5%. The frequency of propplanes was set to be 55% minus the fre
quency of 747s (i.e., 30%, 50%, 5% in condition A. and 30%. 5%. 50% in
condition B). Because the propplanes were the only planes that could always
land on the short runway, varying the ratio of 747s to propplanes was
the most direct way of manipulating the scarcity of the long runway
resource. The proportion 727s and DelOs was held constant at 5% and 40"10.
respectively.

Because we were interested in predicting individual differences and sensi
tivity to one particular manipulation. the remaining structure of the task was
held as constant as pOSSible across blocks and participants while still main
taining the overall dynamic structure of the task.

Measures of interest The study used a variety of dependent measures.
First, we collected keystroke information. These included keystrokes for the
UP and DOWN arrow, ENTER. and Fl keys described above and also for
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the six rule keys. which allowed a participant to review any of the six rules
of the task. In addition. we analyzed perfonnance on the basis of score
(points accumulated) and the number of planes crashed.•

The most critical dependent measure was one we defined for the purpose
of our experiment. op-shorl. which referred to the occasions participants
opted to use the short runway when both runways were open and could be
used. based on current wind and weather conditions at landing time. Because
the OCIO is the only plane lype that occurred with a constant, high fre
quency in all blocks. we only calculated the proportion of op-shorts for
COIOs.

Individual difference measures To establish that individual differences
in adaptivily were not just due to random variation. and to discover more
about the precise nalure of these differences, we examined whether the dif
ferences in adaptivily could be predicted by perfonnance on an assessment
battery of various cognitive skills. We used the "Cognitive Abilities Mea
surement" (CAM; Kyllonen 1993, 1994, 1995) battery because it provided
a broad range of tests plausibly related to adaptivily in strategy use. More
over, the CAM battery has been used to predict learning and perfonnance in
a large number of training environments (see Shebilske, Goettl. and Regian,
chap. 14, this volume; Shute 1993).

The full CAM is quite large, and requires several days to complete. We
focused on a subset of the CAM that seemed most relevant for our purposes.
We used eleven tests in all. for working memory, fact (or declarative mem
ory) learning, skill (or procedural) learning, processing speed, and inductive
reasoning. For all but inductive reasoning, we included one test in the verbal
domain and another in the spatial domain. The spatial and verbal variants
were very similar to one another in structure. For the inductive reasoning,
only spatial reasoning tests were available at that time; we included the three
that were available.

We used two criteria for selection of CAM tests. First. we wanted to in
clude measures we thought were plausibly related to adaptivity in strategy
selection. For exarnple, it seemed plausible that working memory and induc
tive reasoning might be associated with greater sensitivity to shifts in base
rate of 747s which might in lurn affect adaptivily. Second, we felt it was im
portant to include factors that have historically been used to predict perfor
mance in psychometric sludies so that we could compare our results with
others in the individual difference Iiteralure and determine whether the same
factors or different factors predict adaptivily. Table 11.1 presents the tests
we used; the chapter appendix proVides more detailed descriptions of the
tasks.

For each of the tests, we used only one global score per participant, over
all percentage correct on that measure, except on processing speed, where
we used median reaction time in addition to overall percentage correct. This
produced thirteen predicting variables per participant.
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T.ble 11.1 The Eleven CAM Tests Used in the Study. Oassified by Skill Type and Content
Domain

Skill

Working memory
Processing speed
Fad learning

Skilileaming
Inductive reasoning

Verbal

4-tmn ordering: Furniture/Animals
2-tmn ordering: Furniture/Animals
Word recognition
Reduchon: Future-past-present

Spatial

4-tmn ordering: Blocks
2-lerm ordering, Blocks
Flgw"e recognition
Reduction: Circles
Figure sets
Figure series

Figure matrices
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Another obvious source of potential individual differences in task perfor
mance is the degree to which participants pay attention to the instructions.
To assess and control for such differences, we gathered data on how.long the
participants spent reading each of the 61 instruction pages. These timing
data were compressed into four variables: the time spent reading each of the
three rules pages (which displayed rules 1-3, 4-5, and 6 respectively), and .
the median time spent reading the remaining pages.

11.7 RESULTS

What is the Adaptive Response?

In section 11.6, we argued that the adaptive response to our manipulation
of the ratio of plane types was to change the op-short (the proportion of
DCIDs landed on the short runway when both the long and short runways
were available and legal). In particular. we argued that the participants
should have a low op-short when there are few 747s, and a high op-short
when there are many 747s. This particular response pattern will form the
basis of diViding the participants into adaptive and nonadaptive groups.
However, as a manipulation check, we wanted to first test our assumption
that differing levels of op-short across blocks, corresponding to the differing
plane ratios, actually produced better scores than not doing so, that is, were
we correct that such shifts were adaptive1

To answer this question, we regressed each participant's score for each 10
minute trial against the proportion of op-short for that trial, and this was
done separately for blocks 2 and 3, within each condition. Trials in which the
participant had fewer than three opportunities to select among two available
runways were excluded. Within condition A. block 2 (5% 747s), op-short
was negatively correlated with score (T = -.32), P= -754.0, 1(122) = -3.7,
P < .001). Within block 3 of condition A (50% 747s), op-short was posi
tively correlated with score (T = .35, P= 843.1, 1(135) = 4.4, P < .0001). A
similar pattern emerged when we regressed op-short against number of
plane crashes. The regression analyses for condition B prOvided a similar
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Figure 11.2 Mean proportion (and S.E.) of op.short with each condition within each block of
three trials.

story, although not as strongly because there were far fewer data points.
Within block 3 of condition B (5% 747s), op-short was uncorrelated with
Score (r = .04, P= 48.0, 1(22) = .2). By contrast. within block 2 of condition
B (50% 747s), op-short was positively correlated with score (r =.46,
P=355.9, 1(18) =2.2, P < .05).

Thus the regression analyses indicate that it was generally better for par
ticipants to use the short runway whenever there were many 747s. Con
versely, it was more adaptive not to hold the·long runway in reserve when
there were few 747s. Furthermore, as we will report later, adaptivity (defined
as shifting the tendency to use op-short in response to changing plane ratios)
is associated with much higher scores.

Did Participants Generally Adapt in the Expected Direction?

To assess the impact of the manipulation, we conducted an ANOVA on the
op-short measure with condition and block as factors. Overall. the main
effect of condition was not significant (F(I, 48) < 1), whereas the main effect
of block, and the interaction with condition were significant (F(2, 96) =
11.25, P < .0001, and F(2, 96) = 7.41, P < .001, respectively). For condition
A, the participants had the predicted pattern of medium-low-high (see figure
11.2). By contrast, the participants in condition B had the predicted pattern
for only blocks 2 and 3 (high, then low)-their block 1 was somewhat lower
than expected, perhaps reflecting a lack of knowledge of the rules 'at the be
ginning of experiment. In general, however, participants adapted in response
to the manipulation, and they did so in the expected directions.

Because the remaining analyses focus on individual differences in adaptiv
ity, they were conducted only on the data from condition A (N = 57), the
main condition for which we have a sufficient N to study individual differences.
As we said earlier, condition B (N = 11) was included in the experiment just
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to ensure that the effect of the manipulation across blocks was not due to an
artifact of the order of blocks.

This overall pattern of performance presented in figure 11.2 was used to
define what was considered adaptive in this task. In particular, we divided
participants into adaptive and nonadaptive groups according to the follow
ing criterion: participants were classified as "adaptive" if their op-short for
the second block was lower than in the first block and their op-short was
higher in the third block than in the first block (i.e., a medium, low, high pat
tern)2 In fact, those participants who were classified as "adaptive" had much
higher mean block scores than those classified as "nonadaptive" (4,104 ver
sus 2,544), supporting our use of the label "adaptive."

Fourteen of the participants could not be classified because they had too
few opportunities (less than three) to exhibit a preference in one or more of
the blocks. To understand how this might occur, we return to the definition
of op-short: the proportion of DCIOs landed on a short runway when both
runways were open and currently legal. Note that two conditions must be
met for a behavior to be included in this proportion: (1) landing a DCIO; and
(2) both runways must be open and legal (based on the current wind and
weather conditions). While 90% of DCIOs landed met the second condition,
for participants who landed few or no planes, there were too few oppor
tunities to evaluate their op-short use. These participants performed very
poorly (mean total score per block of -2,302 versus 3,052 for the other
participants) and crashed many planes (mean number of crashes per block of
16.5 versus 1.8 for the other participants). Although one could simply as
sume these participants were not adaptive, we did not want .to include them
in our analyses because (1) we were not sure they understood the task (none
of these participants had a positive mean block score) and (2) we wanted to
separate, at least partially overall performance from adaptivity. These partiC
ipants were therefore excluded from all the subsequent analyses (and from
the score means presented in the preceding paragraph).

One alternative interpretation to why certain participants were non
adaptive is that some other difference made it less useful for them to change
op-short levels in response to our manipulations. For example, perhaps these
participants were less familiar with the rules, or perhaps they had lower
working memory capacities, such that they may have made more errors if
they had tried to change op-short levels in response to our manipulations. In
other words, it may have been optimal for these particular participants not to
change their strategy use. To examine this possibility, we recomputed the
correlation between op-short use and score separately for the nonadaptive
participants within blocks 2 and 3. We found that the same patterns held for
nonadaptive participants as for all participants combined: there was a nega
tive relationship between op-short use and score in the second block, and
there was a positive relationship between op-short use and score in the third
block. Thus it appears that the participants classified as "nonadaptive" truly
were performing suboptimally.
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Figure 11.3 Mean percentage correct (and S.E.) on each CAM test for adaptive and
nonadaptive participants.

What Predicts Adaptivity7

01 the remaining 43 participants, 14 (33%) were coded as "adaptive," and
the remaining 29 (67%) were coded as "nonadaptive," 01 primary interest
was whether we could predict which participants were adaptive and which
were nonadaptive. II one compares profiles 01 the two groups 01 participants
on the CAM battery, the two groups differ on numerous dimensions (see
figure 11.3); because many CAM scores are positively correlated with each
other, however, it is unclear from these profiles which 01 these measures are
actual independent predictors of adaptivity,

To assess which measures were independent predictors 01 adaptivity, we
conducted a stepwise regression. All thirteen CAM'scores and the lour
measures 01 instruction reading time were used as possible predictors, and the
dependent variable was the binary outcome: adaptive or nonadaptive, One
individual difference measure entered into predicting adaptivity: the induc
tive reasoning test, figure series (r = .46, P= 0.010, 1(39) = 3,2, P < ,003).

Was this relationship between inductive reasoning and adaptivity deriva
tive of some other relationship between inductive reasoning and overall op
short use7 For example, perhaps only those with high levels 01 op-short
overall or high levels in the first block could show the adaptive pattern, To
test this possibility, stepwise regressions were performed with absolute op
short use in each block as the dependent measure. A different pattern Was
lound within each block.
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For the first block, one factor entered into predicting' proportion op-short:
time spent reading the rule for when each plane type could land on the short
runway (r' = .21, P= 0.006). Participants who spent more time reading the
rules used the short runway more often. For the second block, four factors
entered, in order of predictiveness (multiple r' == .49): skill learning spatial
(P = -0.009), fact learning verbal (p = 0.11), and processing speed spatial
(p = -0.004), and time spent reading rules 4 and 5 (p = -.0046).> For the
third block, no factors were significant predictors. These regression analyses
suggest that inductive reasoning is not related to overall op-short use. In
stead, inductive reasoning is specifically predictive of the differential use of
the short runway in response to the manipulation-that is, adaptive strategy
use.

What Predicts Extent of Adaptivity7

The binary classification of participants into "adaptive" and "nonadaptive"
does not distinguish between participants who adapted only slightly and
those who shifted their strategy use a great deal in response to the manipu
lations. Furthermore, there were two components to the definition of
adaptivity: a drop in op-short use from the first to second block, and a rise in
op-short use from the second to third block. It is possible that separate fac
tors predict these two transiti.ons. We therefore constructed two new mea
sures of adaptivity: the difference in mean op-short use between the first and
second blocks, and the difference in mean op-short use between the second
and third blocks.

Did the factors entering into a stepwise regression differ for the two tran
sitions? For the first transition, one factor (time spent reading the rule for
when people could land planes) only weakly predicted the difference in
op-short use between the first and second blocks (r' = .11, P= -0.004). It
seems that participants who did not know the rules very well had a stronger
incentive to stop conserving the long runway in the second block (when
conserving was not very beneficial). By contrast, for the second transition
the inductive reasoning, "Figure Series" measure strongly predicted the dif
ference in mean op-short use between the second and third blocks (T2 = .33,
P= 0.008). Thus the same factor that predicted presence of adaptation also
predicted extent of adaptation.

What Predicts Speed of Adaptivity7

Another measure of adaptivity is how fast people adapt. We calculated rate
as the proportion of an eventual adaptation made immediately following the
transition in 747/prop plane ratios (Le., at trials 4 and 7). This was done as
follows. We measured amount of eventual adaptation as the difference be
tween (1) op-short use on the trial immediately prior to the transition (i.e.,
blocks 3 or 6) and (2) the most extreme op-short value on the three trials
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following the transition (i.e., the minimum of trials 4, 5, 6 or maximum of
trials, 7, 8, 9). This was simply a variant of extent of adaptation discussed in
the previous section. The amount of immediate adaptation was calculated as
the difference between (1) the op-short use for the last trial prior to a transi
tion (i.e., trials 3 or 6), and (2) the op-short use for the first trial after that
transition (i.e., trials 4 or 7). We divided the amount of immediate adaptation
by the eventual transition amount, giving a proportion. A score of 1 reflected
adaptation completed entirely immediately, zero reflected no immediate
adaptation, and values in between reflected intermediate adaptation rates.
People who adapted in the wrong direction--either overall, or on the first
transition block-or who did not adapt at all were assigned a zero on this
measure.

For the first transition-from trial 3 to trial 4-no factor predicted adap
tation rate. For the second transition-from trial 6 to trial 7-two factors
predicted adaptation rate significantly (multiple r' = .55): 'processing speed
spatial RT (P = -0.25) such that spatially fact participants adapted more
quickly, and working memory verbal (P = 0.006), such that high verbal par
ticipants adapted faster. Thus separate factors predicted rate of adaptation
than predicted amount of adaptation.

Were Adaptive Participants Just More Biased to Use the Short
Runway?

It is possible that the nature of participants' adaptivity was just a bias to use
the short runway when there was a large demand for the long runway, but
that they were actually no better at using the short runway correctly. To use
the short runway appropriately required greater cognitive effort because one
had to have committed the requisite rules to memory, verified the weather
and ground conditions, and verified that DClO could use the short runway
under the current weather conditions. Conceivably, adaptive participants
might have risked more errors and tried to use the short runway indiscrim
inately while nonadaptive participants might not have risked making the
errors and thus did not look as adaptive.

To assess this, we defined a hit as landing a DCIO on the short runway
when both runways were open and legal for the DCIO. A false alarm was
defined as trying to land a DCIO on the short runway when both runways
were open, but the short runway was not legal for a DCIO.

There was a significant effect of block on hit rate (F(2,82) = 32,6,
P < .0001), showing that overall participants were more likely to use the
short runway when it mattered, (i.e., late in the experiment), Adaptive par
ticipants had a marginally higher hit rate than nonadaptive participants,
(F(I, 41) = 3.5, P < .07). There was a significant interaction of participant
type by block (F(2,82) = 7.3, P < .002) showing a higher hit rate for the
adaptive participants in the third block (see table 11.2). This effect is to be
expected because we defined adaptivity in terms of the shiH in use of the
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Table 11.2 M.... Hit and False Alann RAtes within Each Block for Adoptive and Nonadaptive
Participants

Measure

Hit rate

Nonadaptive
Adaphve

False alarm rate

Nonadaptive
Adaptive

Block 1 Block 2 Block 3

.22 .24 .38

.30 .20 .64

.32 .27 .33

.30 .21 .37

short runway, although it is interesting to note that nonadaptive participants
showed some rise in op-short from blocks 2 to 3 as well.

Consistent with the view that participants were trying to deal with the
greater need to conserve the long runway when there was high demand
<block 3, when there were many 747s), the false alarm rate also rose for aU
participants (F(2, 82) = 5.5, P < .006). However, there was neither a signifi
cant effect of participant type (F(I, 41) < 1) nor an interaction of participant
type with block (F(2, 86) = 1.2, P > .3). Despite the suggestion of more false
alarms for the adaptive participants in block 3, they were still much more
sensitive in terms of d', overall, (F(I, 41) = 6.6, P< .05) and especially in
block 3, where their d' was 1.0 (P = 13.0) and the nonadaptive participants
had a d' of 0.2 (P = 3.7). In other words. the adapti~e participants' higher hit
rate did not come at the expense of an equal growth in false alarms; instead,
they invested extra cognitive 'effort to use the short runway appropriately
when necessary.

Individual Differences among the Nonadaptive

Thus far, we have examined which factors predict whether we classify a par
ticipant as "adaptive" or "nonadaptive" and what variables predict extent of
adaptivity. However, it may also be informative to examine individual dif
ferences among the large group of nonadaptive participants. In particular,
one could ask whether there are qualitative differences between those non
adaptive participants at the extremes of op-short strategy use. At the one
end are those that usually opted to use the short runway when it was avail
able (regardless of the proportion of 747s). At the other end are those that
rarely opted to use the short runway when both were available (regardless of
the proportion of 747s).

Rarely opting short Two nonadaptive participants were essentially at the
floor in terms of tending to reserve the long runway for 747s (i.e., they
opted for the short runway less than 10% of the time when both runways
were available, across all three blocks). Interestingly, these participants per
formed almost as well as adaptive participants (i.e., much higher than the
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Tahir H.3 Mean Score. Keypres~5. and Crashes ~r Block. as Wl:ll as Mean Time (in Sec·
onds) Spent Re.ading Rule 4 during Instruction Pha.se and Mean Percentage Correct on the CAM
TfitS. by Participant Subgroup

Mt.asure Low op-short High op-short Unadapt. other Adaptive

N participants 2 5 22 14

Score 3.768 2.243 2,501 4.104

Keypresses 2.563 2,.260 2.528 3.276

Crashes 0.67 1.73 2.77 0.52

Shldy rule 6 35.0 54.7 43.7 51.9

Overall CAM 87.5 63.2 64.5 80.3

other nonadaptive participants). However, these participants were the same
as the other nonadaptive participants on their number of keypresses. These
participants scored fairly high on all of the CAM tests, arid spent the least
amount of time of all the participants reading the rule page that explained
when one could land planes of different types (see table 11.3). Thus it
appears that these were bright participants who did not bother encoding the
rule for when to land planes (rule 4).

Frequently opting short Opting to use the short runway for DClOs
requires much more cognitive effort than using the long runway in that the
weather conditions didate whether the short runway is allowable for these
planes, whereas the long runway is always acceptable regardless of weather
conditions. Participants were therefore classified in the "high op-short" cate
gory if their op-short use was greater than 50% across all blocks. Five par
ticipants were so classified. These participants performed as well as the other
nonadaptive participants (see table 11.3) in terms of scoring fairly low on all
of the CAM tests and on the KA-ATC. They spent the most amount of time
of all participants on the rule page that explained when one could land
planes of different types. Thus it appears that these not-so-bright partic
ipants learned the rules for when one could land planes but could not dis
cover the strategic aspeds of runway allocation.

Unadaptive other The largest subgroup of participants fell into the grab
bag category "unadaptive other." One could argue that these were the most
interesting of the nonadaptive participants. These participants knew the rules
for when to land planes on the short runway and frequently used both strat
egies of conserving and not conserving the long runway. Yet they were
simply unable to adaptively modify this strategy selection process in re
sponse to changing features of the environment.

Although the relative success of the rarely opting short subgroup appears
problematic for the interpretation that the "optimal" behaVior in this task is
to adapt strategy use in response to our plane ratio manipulations, it is im
portant to note that for block 2, the adaptive response is to use low levels of
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op-short. It is only in block 3 that higher levels of op-short become impor
tant. Correspondingly, the score differences between the rarely opting short
and adaptive groups is smallest in block 2 (5,170 versus 5,437) and largest
in block 3 (3,490 versus 4,102). Moreover, the two participants in that sub
group had very high CAM scores (Le., strategy use and general ability are
confounded). When the adaptive participants are matched with these partic
ipants on CAM scores, the difference between the groups becomes quite
large (mean block scores of 3,768 versus 4,501). Thus adapting strategy lise
in response to the plane ratio manipulations truly is the optimal response.

11_8 GENERAL DISCUSSION

In this chapter we have attempted to build a bridge between the two tradi
tional approaches to the study of individual differences-parameter differ
ences, on the one hand. and strategy differences, on the other. We have
argued that some differences in performance among individuals may be
understood as differences in ability to adapt the selection of strategies to
optimize performance in the local context. That is, some differences in per
formance may be a result of differences, not in people's repertoire of proce
dures (strategies) nor in their ability to execute a particular strategy, but
rather in their ability to shift their strategy use in response to changing fea
tures of the environment. In other words, we have proposed a new kind of
process parameter along which individuals might differ, and this parameter is
cast in terms of strategy use. In this way, we have provided a link between
the two traditional approaches.

In support of our speculations, we have found a situation in which people
do differ in their strategy adaptiveness. In particular, we found that only a
minority of our participants were able to adjust their op-short use appropri
ately in response to task changes that strongly called for shifts in op-short
use. Participants differed not only in whether they shifted, but also in how
much and how quickly they shifted.

An alternative interpretation to the strategy adaptiveness view is that
the adaptive participants had more complex strategies rather than selecting
among the same set of strategies more adaptively. For example, the adaptive
participants may have had different explicit strategies for the different plane
ratios (e.g., '1£ the ratio of 747s is high, then use the short runway whenever
possible"). This alternative interpretation would make the observed differ
ences consistent with the strategy differences view of individual differences.
However, it is important to note that the adaptive participants never shifted
their op-short levels in a binary fashion (e.g., from always using the short
runway to never using the short runway). Instead, the participants merely
changed the degree of runway use. This kind of continuous shift is much
more consistent with changing ratios of strategy use than shifting from one
strategy to another.
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In this study, a considerable portion of the full set of tested participants
was excluded from the adaptivity analyses. Several factors motivated
this exclusion. First, the excluded participants landed so few planes that it
was not possible to reliably estimate their op-short levels and therefore to
evaluate their adaptivity. Second, these participants perfonned abysmally
negative trial scores even after 90 minutes of practice, and showed little evi
dence of any improvement. It is likely that they were not motivated to learn
the task at alL and thus should have been excluded even if they could have
been evaluated on adaptivity of op-short use. Although the use of "temp
agency" participants is the likely source of having so many poorly motivated
participants, if one had to rate these participants on adaptivity, the label "ex
tremely nonadaptive" seems most appropriate. What individual difference
factors were associated with this group? To assess this question, we con
ducted a stepWise regression using the CAM factors as potential predictors.
Only one factor entered into predicting which participants were excluded:
inductive reasoning, "Figure Matrices" (r = -.39, P= -.007, 1(52) = 3.5,
P < .005). Thus inductive reasoning continues to be a good predictor at all
levels of adaptivity.

For the remainder of the participants not excluded from the main analyses,
we used a strict criterion for classifying participants as "adaptive" versus
"nonadaptive," and using this strict criterion, we found that only a third of
them were adaptive-a finding that is in sharp contrast to recent claims that
people generally perfonn rationally or optimally (e.g., Anderson 1990; Reder
1987; Siegler and Shipley 1995). However, we do not wish to imply that our
nonadaptive participants did n-ot adapt at all. Adaptiveness is likely to be a
continuum, and individuals below an arbitrarily chosen cutoff point are likely
to also show some adaptivity. Indeed table 11.2 revealed that even the non
adaptive participants as a group did show a trend toward the desired strat
egy adaptiveness. Using a less strict criterion of simply increasing op-short
levels from the second to third blocks, we found that fully three-quarters of
the participants were adaptive. To ensure that the same individual differ
ences measures were associated with this lower criterion of adaptivity, we
recomputed the stepwise regressions. Again, only one factor entered into
predicting adaptivity: the inductive reasoning test, "Figure Series" (r = .49,
P= 0.011, 1(39) = 3.6, P< .002). Thus adaptivity is a general characteristic,
and inductive reasoning is predictive of adaptivity, even at the lower thresh
olds of adaptivity.

There are many conceptions of adaptivity. In this chapter, we have fo
cused on adaptivity in strategy use, in particular adaptivity to changing base
rates of strategy success. It is an open question as to how individual differ
ences in strategy adaptiveness might correlate with other kinds of adaptive
ness. For example, it may be correlated with individual differences in the
ability to adaptively control attention (Gopher 1982, 1996; Gopher and
Kahneman 1973) or in the ability to adapt to instructions (Reder 1987; She
bilske Goettl, and Regian, chap. 14, this volume).
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How do our findings compare with other investigations of individual dif
ferences in the KA-ATC task? Lee, Anderson, and Matessa (1995) found that
differences in overall strategy use accounted for a large proportion of per
formance differences, in contrast to our focus on differential strategy use. We
view their work as complementary to ours in that we both emphasize the
importance of strategies in the analysis of performance. However, they did
not study the impact of within-subject manipulations, and thus did not have
the opportunity to observe adaptivity differences.

Focusing on the relationship between predictors of performance and
extent of training within the KA-ATC task. Ackerman (1988, 1989, 1990)
found that different factors predicted performance at different phases of
training: first reasoning ability, then perceptual speed, and finally reaction
time ability. Although we did not have separate tests of perceptual speed
and reaction time ability, we also found that reasoning ability and processing
speed were important components of performance. One contribution of our
study has been to provide a mechanism for how a cOgnitive skills assessment
battery might predict performance: via differences in strategy adilptivity.

How general is the difference in adaptiveness we found in the KA-ATC
task? Is adaptiveness a general trait that will hold across other tasks? We
chose a dynamic task for our investigation because we thought it especially
important to demonstrate adaptiveness in the context of a task that generally
requires strategy adaptiveness (Le., has frequent environment change). In
deed, we found that the same factors that predicted individual differences in
adaptiveness also predicted overall performance in the beginning of the task,
suggesting a common strategy adaptiveness component.

A remaining open question is whether the differences in strategy adap
tiveness we observed are related to an enduring, stable individual difference
factor or whether it is an unstable factor that varies with situational factors
(e.g., with amount of training or interest in the task). That the differences in
strategy adaptiveness correlated strongly with other stable individual differ
ences factors (e.g., inductive reasoning skills) is suggestive of a stable adap
tiveness factor, although not conclusive. What we have established is that
individuals in a given task situation do vary significantly in their strategy
adaptiveness and that strategy adaptiveness differences have large con
sequences for task performance.

A variation on the issue of stability of individual differences in adaptive.
ness is the role of levels of training. That is, are differences in strategy adap
tiveness equally important at high performance levels as well as during early
training phases? We found that our adaptive participants had the highest
performance levels even in the first block. suggesting that strategy adaptive
ness is important at early training levels. It may be, however, that at very
high levels of expertise, differences in strategy adaptiveness become less
important. For example, working memory loads of a task typically become
lower with expertise, and thus the role that working memory capaety
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played in ra~e of strategy adaptivity may be grea~ly reduced a~ high levels of
training. Ye~ because i~ seems less clear tha~ the role played by the inductive
reasoning component of adaptivity differences would decrease with increas
ing expertise, we expect individual differences in strategy adaptivity to be
present a~ all levels of expertise.

Another interesting issue in strategy adaptiveness is the role of awareness.
Many researchers have assumed that metacognitive control comes with
metacognitive awareness (Davidson, Deuser, and Sfernberg 1994; Metcalfe
1994; Nelson and Narens 1994; although see Reder and Schunn 1996 for an
alternative view). Perhaps the nonadaptive participants simply did not notice
that the plane ratios had changed. Certainly, the participants were not
explicitly told .what the plane ratios were nor that the plane ratios would
change. However, several pieces of information argue against this interpre
tation. First, pilot participants who were asked about the plane ratios were all
aware of the changes. Second, our manipulation was far from subtle-there
were large changes in plane ratios, and the difficulty of the task differed dra
matically with the different plane ratios. Third, the participants had to en
code the plane types in order to land the planes on the short runway, and all
the participants did make some use of the short runway. Instead, it is likely
that the ability to make use of base rate information while working on the
task is the basis of adaptivity. Yet, with more $ubtle base rate manipulations,
it is possible that awareness might playa more important role.

The practical importance of these findings seems clear: because individuals
differ in how well they adapt their strategy use to changes in the task envi
ronment, one would want to select adaptive individuals for jobs in which the
task environment frequently and rapidly changes (e.g., air traffic controllers).
Performance in this modified version of the KA-ATC task was strongly re
lated to adaptiveness-adaptive participants had much higher scores. This
study also suggested which factors are likely to be good predictors of adap
tiveness: inductive reasoning predicted whether people adapt, and working
memory capacity and processing speed predicted how qUickly people adapf.
Of course, further research is required to establish the generality of these
particular predictors. All of our predictors were positively·correlated with
one another, and our sample size was not very large. Thus, although induc
tive reasoning was consistently the best predictor of strategy adaptiveness,
the predictors we found may not generalize as the consistently best pre
dictors of adaptivity.

In particular, the stepwise regression analyses presented in this chapter
have relied on good discriminability among the CAM measures. It is pOSSi
ble that a general g factor is the primary determinant of the adaptivity, and
that the inductive tests merely load heavily on g. This pOSSibility is espe
cially likely given how well the adaptive participants performed overall. In
further support .of this hypothesis, a factor analysis on the CAM measures
revealed a strong general factor accounting for 46% of the total variance and
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upon which all measures loaded positively. However, when the stepwise
regressions were recalculated, it was still inductive spatial, and not the gen
eral g factor, that predicted adaptiveness.

A related issue is whether adaptiveness and performance are synonymous.
In other words, have we predicted adaptiveness specifically, or simply over
all performance, which happens to be correlated with adaptiveness1 To test
this possibility, we performed stepwise regressions predicting SCOre within
each of the blocks. Within the first block. two of the inductive spatial tests
predicted score (rl = .56), namely, the inductive reasoning figure series
(P = 39.5) and figure matrices (P = 34.1). In the second block, five factors
predicted score, in order of predictiveness (multiple rl = .79): processing
speed spatial (P = 54.8), skill learning spatial (P = 45.2), time spent. reading
the rule about when planes could land (P = 25.6), fact learning verbal
(P = -46.5), and the "Figure Sets" inductive spatial test (P = 25.2). In the
third block, two factors predicted score (multiple rl = .54): skill learning ver
bal (P = 34.6) and working memory spatial (P = 22.4). Thus, while inductive
measures also predict score as well as adaptiveness, their predictiveness does
not extended to the same region for which these measures predict adaptive
ness. That is, inductive measures predicted adaptive behavior across the
course of the study, with changing task characteristics. On the other hand,
inductive measures predicted score only at the beginning of the study. It
seems likely that these relationships between inductive reasoning measures
and score in the earlier phases of the task-similar to Ackerman's findings
(1988, 1990)-reflect initial adaptiveness to other aspects of the task, which
then remain constant across the task.

Another pOSSibility is that the adaptive subjects were simply more moti
vated than the nonadaptive subjects. In support of this hypothesis, adaptive
subjects did have the highest keypress rates, as was shown in table 11.3, and
this group difference was true of all three blocks. However, we found that
even when partialing out the number of keypresses, the adaptive participants
still obtained higher scores than nonadaptive participants. It appears that in a
complex, dynamic task such as the KA-ATC task. the keystroke rate is more
of a reflection of the ability to figure out quickly what to do next rather than
a simple psychomotor factor. Providing further support for this interpreta
tion, we found that one of the inductive spatial tasks, figure series, was the
best predi.ctor of total number of keypresses. These findings should be com
pared with Ackerman's finding that (1988, 1990) toward the end of the
KA-ATC task, psychomotor speed becomes the best predictor of total key
presses and score. Perhaps our disparate findings can be explained by the fact
that Ackerman held the structure the task constant across trials (i.e., did not
manipulate plane ratio). Not only were our participants required to continu
ally adapt, but they had less practice with any scenario and much less prac
tice overall. Presumably, if we had held the task environment constant after
block 3 and the participants had continued to practice, psychomotor speed
would ultimateiy have become the best predictor.
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One potentially interesting interpretation of the general positive correla
tion belween strategy adaptiveness and each of the CAM measures is that
the causal arrow goes from adaptiveness of CAM performance. That is, if
there is such a thing as a general trait dimension of strategy adaptiveness,
then one would expect individuals high on strategy adaptiveness to be able
to quickly select good strategies for performing on cOgnitive ability tests.
Taking this argument further, it maybe that inductive reasoning per se has
nothing to do with predicting or enabling strategy adaptiveness. Instead, it
may be that there are certain very useful strategies for solving the induction
test problems that adaptive people are quick to find. This is an interesting
pOSSibility, which requires further exploration.

Assume for the moment, however, that inductive reasoning skill is the best
predictor of adaptiveness, and processing speed and working memory ca
pacity are the best predictors of rate of adaptation. What are the theoretical
consequences of such relationships for our understanding of strategy selec
tion mechanisms? Inductive reasoning could playa role in adaptiveness in at
least two ways. First, it could be that inductive reasoning skill is related to
being able to notice shifting patterns in the environment. In our case, this
possibility seems unlikely because our manipulation was so heavy-handed
that all the participants that we debriefed in a pilot study were explicitly
aware of the manipulation. Second, inductive reasoning might be related to
being able to quickly understand the relationship belween a strategy and
its effect, or diagnosing when a strategy is no longer appropriate. Further
research is reqUired to test this possibility, perhaps manipulating the trans
parency of the relationship between strategy and outcome.

The role of working memory capacity in rate of adaptation also has
several pOSSible causal chains. Presumably, it involves an increased ability to
keep some information in mind while simultaneously performing the task.
The theoretical framework for strategy selection that we presented in the
introduction suggests that it is information about base rates (i.e., extrinsic
information) that would be key to strategy adaptiveness. In a related fashion,
processing speed could be related to adaptation rate by allOWing dual task
ing: keeping track of outcomes while working at the basic task. Ability to
retain the recent set of outcomes would predict how quickly the pattern of
change can be detected, and hence how fast one could adapt. Reasoning
ability, in contrast, would predict whether, given a pattern, one understood
what strategy to adopt for best performance with the new pattern.

In conclusion, we have tried to provide a bridge belween the psychomet
ric and strategy approaches to individual differences. This new approach has
some of the advantages of each of the others. Like the strategy approach, it
can be used to prOVide a detailed account of performance on any particular
task. Like the psyChometric approach, it should be able to account for corre
lated performance differences across many tasks and domains. In addition,
we hope that this new approach will bring further insights to our understand
ing of strategy selection, psychometric testing, and individual differences.
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APPENDIX

The verbal and spatial test of each factor were quite similar to one another
in structure, with differences only in the items presented on the screen (Le.,
words versus stick figures). For lack of space, we will only describe either the
verbal or the spatial test.

Working Memory Capacity Verbal

Four-term ordering requires participants to relate what is described in
three statements to the order of four key words later presented. Two of the
sentences describe the order in which the four key words are to appear. The
third sentence describes the sequence of the other two sentences by using
category names. For example:

The ANIMALS come after the FURNITURE.

The cow does not come before the bird.

The chair does not come after the lamp.

After the three statements are presented, eight numbered alternatives appear
on the screen, and participants are to select the number corresponding to the
correct order. The correct response for this example would be: "Chair, lamp,
bird, cow." Participants are allowed 15 seconds to make a response. With in
correct responses. participants are given feedback and are allowed to review
the three sentences and alternative answers. This test contains twenty-four
items.

Processing Speed Verbal

Two-term ordering requires participants to decide as quickly as possible
whether two presented words conform to the sequence specified in a sen
tence at the top of the screen. Each sentence explains that world 1 will be
either before or after word 2 (e.g.. "The bird comes before. the cow"). The
test words are then presented in the middle of the screen. Participants are
to respond as quickly as possible by typing "L" if the word order matches
the sentence, and "0" if it does not. This test contains twelve items.

Fact Learning Spatial

Figures recognition requires participants to study and memorize 12 geo
metrical figures in a 3 x 4 matrix, and then determine whether individually
presented figures were in that matrix. Participants are given 60 seconds to
study the figures. During practice, participants are given the. hint to try to
make associations with what the figures may resemble (e.g., a letter, a flag).
At test (beginning immediately after study), participants are shown individ-
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ual figures and asked whether it was one studied. This test contains two sets
of figure matrices, asking twenty-six questions for each set.

Skill Learning Spatial

Reduction of circles presents participants with two circles that must be
combined to form one circle, according to the following rules:

Rule 1: If both circles are solid (i.e., each is either solid white or solid black),
then the combined circle will keep the black parts of both circles. For exam
ple, if one circle is solid white and the other is solid black, then the result is a
solid black circle.

Rule 2: If either circle is a mix, then the combined circle will keep the white
parts of both circles. For example, if one circle is solid black and the other is
black on the left half and white on the right half, the result is a circle with the
right half white.

Participants choose the answer from four numbered alternatives pictured at
the bottom of the screen. This test consists of four sets of problems, each
containing twenty-four items.

Inductive Reasoning Spatial

Figure sets presents participants with three sets of figures. Two of the sets
will be related according to various themes. Participants must detemune
which set is the odd set. Various patterns include figures formed with
straight lines as opposed to curved lines, internal shading versus no shading,
and so on. In all, there are ten items for participants to solve within a 5-minute
period.

Figure series presents participants with a series of shapes at the top of the
screen and must choose the next shape occurring in the series from three
numbered alternatives. For example, if the series was "I, " II, __," the
answer would be """. Participants must solve all ten problems within a
5-minute period.

Figure matrices presents participants with a 3 x 3 matrix in which a figure
is contained in all but one of the cells. Participants must look at the figures
and apply horizontal andlor vertical rules to determine what figure belongs
in the empty cell. The matrix is shown on the screen at the same time the
eight alternative responses are shown. Themes used include gradual shading
of figures, successive additions or deletions to figures, rotation of figures,
and so on. Themes are used in combination to form both horizontal and ver
tical rules for participants to induce. Participants have 10 minutes to solve all
nine problems.
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Th. work roported ..... was support.d by NOOO14-95·1-ll223 from th. Offico of N.val R.
search.. Data colledion was made possible with the generous usistance of the (TRAIN) labora·
lory of AFOSR. ond in particul.r BIIT)I Godtl ond J. Wosloy Rogian. }r.. of Armstrong
Laboralory. W. would lib 10 thank Frank Loe for making .vJilabl. lho cod. for his vorionl'of
tho (KA-ATC) task. ond John R. And.rson, Patrick Lemairo. John Tongnoy. Doni.l Goph... ond
two anonymow reviewers for comments on the manuscript. Authors are listed in alphabetic or
der and made equivalent contributions.

1. A participant's aanulative score is calculated as foUows: so points for landing a plane; minus
100 points for O"asNng a plane; minus 10 points for violating one of the six rules that govern
th. task.

2. Only the direction of the difference (i.e.. greater or less than zero) was used to differentiate
the adaptive and nonadaptivr groups; the magnitudes of the differences were not used.

3. Note. this last predictor is most likely spuriOUS because it is the Trading time for rules irrele
vant to tNs aspKt of the task and entered last into the stepwise regression.
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